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Many homeowners see their yards as an extension of their indoor space. Features such as custom
fire pits make outdoor spaces as cozy and inviting as indoor rooms. However, many homeowners
struggle to find the right landscape architecture firms to create their ideal outdoor features. From
yard lighting to fire pit plans, an experienced company will work with clients to create the perfect
outdoor spaces.

Sometimes, customers prefer the look of outdoor stone fireplaces for their patios. With an outdoor
fireplace, homeowners make sure that they can use their patio even during cooler seasons. The
firelight provides the perfect atmosphere for an intimate gathering hosted under the stars or for a
quiet family dinner on the patio.

Proper yard lighting adds to both the beauty and the security of a home. A well-lit yard allows
homeowners to see their surroundings at all times so that intruders have no place to hide. More
importantly, landscape lighting will highlight both living and architectural landscape features so that
they complement a home both day and night.

Custom fire pits provide the perfect gathering place for company. In addition to providing warmth,
fire pits bring back memories of childhood evenings spent around the campfire. Fire pits can be
assembled from a variety of materials ranging from stucco to copper to create a unified look with the
homeownerâ€™s other dÃ©cor. Homeowners can choose wood or gas fire pits depending on their
preference.

For more information, visit http://www.millerlandscape.net. For custom landscaping on a large scale,
Miller combines the big picture thinking that you need with the design experience to execute any
homeowner's vision.

"Miller Landscape installs a wide range of architectural and ornamental products, segmented
retaining walls and interlocking pavers.  They specialize in all phrases of brick and interlocking
concrete, Belgard & Oldcastle pavers, and are at the forefront of paving stone installation.  In
addition, their tradesmen are fully trained masonry professionals.  Should you need masonry
repairs, they can match almost any material seamlessly so that repairs are virtually undetectable.

In addition to landscape design and construction, Miller Landscape offers complete yard and lawn
maintenance services including mowing and fertilization, debris removal and yard cleanup, lawn
aeration, tree and shrub trimming and treatment, and complete garden care and seasonal color
maintenance systems.  Do what you do best:  your profession, and leave the ""how to"" landscape
challenges and maintenance issues to Miller Landscape.  Miller Landscape is a company that
provides high quality consultants, craftsman, and reliable contractors."

Article optimization services provided by Atlanta SEO Company VayuMedia. VayuMedia offers
customized search engine optimization strategies to domestic and international companies.
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Miller Landscape - About Author:
Design, Installation, Maintenance.... we do it all. Miller Landscape offers a full range of landscape
and hardscape services, to suite whatever projects or needs our customers may have. It is our goal
to highly exceed our customers' expectations not only in the quality of our landscaping, but in the
quality of our staff and service.

Thank you for visiting our website, and please feel free to contact us for further assistance!

Miller Landscape, Inc.
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